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{Dm} x2 
{A G F E} {Dm} 
  
Dm                  High above the war planes sound,       
  droppin' bombs towards the ground. 
A G F E Dm   Back home no protestin' is found. 
Dm                  This ain't like the hippy '60s                
  when thousands of people filled the streets, 
A G F E Dm   even though death is still complete. 
G  A  Dm        Maybe because we know we won't be drafted. 
G  A  F  G       Maybe because we     are too desensitized. 
G  A  Dm        Maybe because we believe their lies. 
  
Dm                  Vietnam felt our bombs                       
  for decades.  We know that's wrong. 
A G F E Dm   The war on terror's gone on way too long. 
Dm                  It's still caught in overdrive.                 
  Millions of people have lost their lives, 
A G F E Dm   feedin' hate 'til no one will survive. 
G  A  Dm        Maybe because we can't forgive. 
G  A  F  G       Maybe because we     don't empathize. 
G  A  Dm        Maybe because we believe their lies. 
  
Jam through verse 
  
Dm                  Peace on Earth is a pipe dream            
  if people are still made to scream. 
A G F E Dm   The viscous circle's mean to everything. 
Dm                  It's up to every one of us                     
  to do what we can to bust it 
A G F E Dm   and give the other side something to trust in. 
G  A  Dm        Maybe because it's the right thing to do. 
G  A  F  G       Maybe because it's     at least worth a try. 
G  A  Dm        Maybe because too many have died. 
  
Dm jam 

Another Prick in the Wall 

Dm      We don’t need your bad religion. 
Dm      We don’t need your thought control. 
Dm      No guilty feelings in your pulpit. 
Dm      Preacher leave them kids a- 
G         lone.    Hey, preacher, leave them kids a- 
Dm      lone! 
F  C     All in all your just another prick in the  
Dm      stall. 
F  C     All in all your just another prick in the  
Dm      stall. 

{Dm} {G} x3  
{Dm} {C}  
{Dm} {Bb} 
{C} {Dm} 

Dm      I don't need your arms around me. 
Dm      I don’t need your hugs to calm me. 
Dm      I have seen the writing on the wall. 
Dm      Don't think I need you around at  
G         all.   No! Don’t think I need you around at 
Dm      all! 
F  C     All in all your just another prick in the  
Dm      stall. 
F  C     All in all your just another prick in the  
Dm      stall. 

Their Lies (Reprise) 

First verse 

Dm        Their lies. 
Dm        The general lies. 
Dm        The politician lies. 
Dm        The preacher lies. 
Dm        Your mama lies. 
Dm        Your daddy lies. 
Dm        You lie from their lies.


